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1. IntrodutionThe lassial Moleular Dynamis (MD) tehnique has been extensively appliedto a wide variety of dynamial problems [1-19℄, due to its eÆieny and simpliity ofimplementation. One of the features that di�ereniates the MD methodology fromthe quantum mehanial one is the representation of the state of the system at anytime. In lassial mehanis the system must be represented in phase spae (PS),i.e. both in oordinate and in momentum spae simultaneously, while in quantummehanis only either the oordinate or the momentum representation is required.Correspondingly, in the lassial framework the initial state of the system mustbe spei�ed in phase spae. Thus, in order to apply a lassial dynamis method,if the system initial state alulated quantum mehanially, usually represented inoordinate spae, is to be used, it has to be transformed into a PS representation.Suh a transformation is not unique.Several models have been proposed to generate a PS distribution of initial on-ditions for lassial trajetories from the quantum initial state of the system inoordinate spae. One of the PS distributions most extensively used was proposedby Wigner [20℄. Other initial PS distributions have been suggested and applied[21-26℄. An alternative to the above quantum-type PS distributions is to generate apurely lassial distribution of initial onditions [8,9,18℄. In this ase the alulationof the quantum initial state in oordinate spae, and its further transformation intoa PS representation is unneessary. However, suh a lassial distribution beomesunrealisti when the ground or a low-exited initial state of the system is involved.In an earlier work [27℄ a new quantum-type PS distribution to sample initial on-ditions was proposed. This distribution is lose in spirit to the Wigner distribution,although it is found to be more advantageous, mainly in terms of eÆieny as thenumber of system modes inreases. The suggested distribution is based on a de�-nition of a quantum PS state of the system as the diret produt of the oordinateand momentum representations of the quantum initial state. The PS distributionwas de�ned as the square modulus of this PS state. The distribution was tested by1



arrying out a lassial dynamis simulation of the Ar�HCl ultraviolet photolysis,and omparing the results with those of an exat wave paket alulation. Goodagreement was found in general between the lassial and the quantum results. Oneof the onlusions of that work was that the agreement between the lassial and thequantum preditions improves as the shape of the initial PS distribution approahesthe shape of the initial wave paket whih is propagated quantum mehanially.The above onlusion has the interesting impliation that a PS distribution de-�ned as the modulus of the quantum PS state ould provide a better agreementbetween the lassial and the quantum results than the distribution previously sug-gested. In this paper suh a possibility is investigated for the ultraviolet photolysisof the Ar�HCl luster.The paper is organized as follows. In Setion 2 the method to obtain the PSdistribution and the sampling tehnique applied are desribed. The results of thelassial simulation are ompared with exat quantum ones and disussed in Setion3. Some onlusions are given in Setion 4.2. Methodology2.1. Initial stateThe alulation of the quantum initial state of the system is the �rst step in orderto generate the PS distribution. The Ar�HCl luster is represented in Jaobianoordinates (r; R; �), where r is the HCl separation, R is the distane between theAr atom and the HCl entre of mass, and � is the angle between the vetors r and R.In the de�nition adopted for �, � = 0Æ orresponds to the linear geometry Ar�H�Cl.Zero total angular momentum is assumed for the system. The Hamiltonian takesthe formĤ(r; R; �) = � �h22�r �2�r2 � �h22�R �2�R2 +( 12�rr2 + 12�RR2 )ĵ2+VHCl(r)+W (r; R; �); (1)being �r and �R the redued masses assoiated with the r and R modes, respetively,andW (r; R; �) is the interation potential of Ar with H and Cl. The potential surfae2



where the initial state is alulated [28,29℄ orresponds with the ground eletronistate X1�+ of Ar�HCl.The initial state is de�ned as�(r; R; �; t = 0) = �v(r)'(v)(R; �); (2)where �v(r) is the ground vibrational state (v = 0) of HCl, alulated as a numerialsolution of the equation"� �h22�r �2�r2 + VHCl(r)#�v(r) = Ev�v(r);and '(v)(R; �) is alulated variationally, and also orresponds with the ground rovi-brational state of the van der Waals (vdW) modes. In order to simplify the alu-lation of the initial state, the r dependene has been separated by applying thevibrational diabati approximation [30℄. Suh a separation is physially justi�ed inthe ground eletroni state of Ar�HCl, beause of the large di�erene between thevibrational frequenies of the HCl streth and the vdW modes. This separation,however, does not a�et the de�nition of the orresponding PS distribution.2.2. De�nition of the initial phase-spae distribution funtionFrom the quantum initial state �(r; R; �) a quantum PS state of the systemis de�ned as the diret produt �(r; R; �)~�(pr; pR; j) [27℄, where ~�(pr; pR; j) is themomentum representation of �(r; R; �),~�(pr; pR; j) = 12��h Z dr Z dR Z d� sin �e�iprr=�he�ipRR=�hPj(os �)�(r; R; �); (3)being Pj(os �) a normalized Legendre polynomial. The above de�nition of the quan-tum PS state presents similarities with the PS distribution proposed by Kirkwood[21,23℄. Now, our PS distribution is de�ned asP (r; R; �; pr; pR; j) = j�(r; R; �)~�(pr; pR; j)j; (4)or equivalently, P (r; R; �; pr; pR; j) = j�(r; R; �)jj~�(pr; pR; j)j; (5)3



sine �(r; R; �) is a real funtion. In our present ase where �(r; R; �) orrespondsto the system ground state, and it is therefore positive everywhere, one an writeP (r; R; �; pr; pR; j) = �(r; R; �)j~�(pr; pR; j)j: (6)The relation p� = [j(j + 1)℄1=2�h allows one to obtain the PS distribution,P (r; R; �; pr; pR; p�), as a funtion of the oordinates and orresponding momentainvolved in the Hamilton equations whih govern the lassial evolution of the sys-tem. It should be noted that the PS distribution in its more general form of Eq. (5)is the modulus of the quantum PS state, and as suh it has the dimensions of a PSwave funtion, not of a probability distribution.The PS funtion of Eq. (6) and the PS state �(r; R; �)~�(pr; pR; j) are sim-ilar funtions. In fat, the two funtions oinide in oordinate spae, and dif-fer in momentum spae. Atually, both the PS state and �(r; R; �)j~�(pr; pR; j)jare the oordinate-dependent quantum initial state times a oordinate-independent(momentum-dependent) phase, whih is omplex in one ase and real in the otherase. The above is no longer true for the more general form of the PS distributionof Eq. (5) when �(r; R; �) orresponds to an exited state, sine now �(r; R; �) 6=j�(r; R; �)j. However, the PS funtion of Eq. (5), derived from the quantum PSstate, exhibits properties whih reet the quantum nature of the initial state, eitherfor ground or for exited states. In addition, P (r; R; �; pr; pR; j) presents propertieswhih make this funtion a suitable one in order to sample initial onditions forlassial trajetories.Among the �rst type of properties there are two important ones. One is thatP (r; R; �; pr; pR; j) gives the orret quantum probability distribution of the initialstate, both in oordinate and in momentum spae, j�(r; R; �)j2 and j~�(pr; pR; j)j2,respetively. The other property is that the average total energy assoiated withP (r; R; �; pr; pR; j) is the same as that of the quantum initial state. This an beeasily heked by averaging the quantum Hamiltonian of Eq. (1) over the PSstate, < �(r; R; �)~�(pr; pR; j)jĤj�(r; R; �)~�(pr; pR; j) >, and taking into aountthat Ĥ depends solely upon the oordinates and derivatives of the oordinates,4



but not upon the momenta. Alternatively, the same result is obtained for the av-erage value of the orresponding lassial Hamiltonian H over P (r; R; �; pr; pR; j),< P (r; R; �; pr; pR; j)jHjP (r; R; �; pr; pR; j) >. Among the seond type of propertiesis the fat that P (r; R; �; pr; pR; j) is real and positive everywhere in phase spae.All the above properties are also found in the previously proposed PS distribution[27℄ P 0(r; R; �; pr; pR; j) = j�(r; R; �)j2j~�(pr; pR; j)j2; (7)and in the Wigner distribution. However, as disussed earlier [27℄, the omputationalost of obtaining the distributions of Eqs. (5) and (7) (whih is similar in both ases)is muh lower than that of the Wigner distribution.In the previous study [27℄ two slightly di�erent PS distributions were applied.One distribution was that of Eq. (7), and the other distribution wasP 0(r; R; �; pr; pR; j) sin �, i.e. inluding the oordinate-dependent part of the volumeelement, dv = sin �drdRd�dprdpR. The two initial distributions present the sameshape in all the degrees of freedom, exept in the angular one. It was found thatP 0(r; R; �; pr; pR; j) sin � led to a better agreement with the quantum results thatP 0(r; R; �; pr; pR; j). The reason is that by inluding the sin � fator, the initial PSdistribution propagated lassially beomes loser in shape to the initial wave paketwhih is propagated quantum mehanially [27℄. In this sense, P (r; R; �; pr; pR; j) iseven loser in shape to the quantum initial state than P 0(r; R; �; pr; pR; j) sin �. Infat, P (r; R; �; pr; pR; j) is the simplest real and positive PS funtion with the losestshape to the quantum initial state.2.3. Sampling of the initial onditionsOne the PS distribution of Eq. (5) is generated, it an be used to sample a setof initial onditions of the system. A basi requirement of the sampling proedureused is to ause as less distortion as possible in the shape of the distribution ofinitial onditions sampled with respet to the original PS distribution. The sam-pling method used is based on a grid representation of the PS distribution. The5



P (r; R; �; pr; pR; j) distribution is represented on a 6-dimensional PS grid with anassoiated volume element dv. Then a new, more sparse grid is de�ned by dividingthe above grid into 6-dimensional boxes or ells, suh that eah ell, assoiated witha volume element dVi, ontains more than one volume element dv of the originalgrid. Now the average value< D >i= 1N NXn=1P (i)n (r; R; �; pr; pR; j); (8)is assoiated with eah volume element dVi, where P (i)n (r; R; �; pr; pR; j) is the PSdistribution of Eq. (5), and the summation is arried out over the values of thedistribution at the N 6-dimensional PS points of the denser grid ontained in dVi.If M is the total number of initial onditions to be generated, Mi = M < D >igives the number of initial onditions to be uniformly distributed in the PS volumeelement dVi.3. Results and disussion3.1. Distributions of initial onditionsThe method desribed above was applied to sample initial onditions aording tothe PS distribution of Eq. (5). The distributions of initial onditions generated aredisplayed in Figs. 1 and 2 for all the oordinate and momentum degrees of freedom,and ompared with the original PS distribution. In the grid sampling method the6-dimensional PS grid was omposed of 8� 18� 43� 7� 9� 5 ells in r; R; �; pr; pR,and j, respetively, in the ranges 1:9a:u: � r � 3:2a:u:, 6:5a:u: � R � 9:3a:u:,0 � � � �, �13:9a:u: � pr � 13:9a:u:, �9:6a:u: � pR � 9:6a:u:, and 0 � j � 4. Thenumber of initial onditions sampled was 150053. We note that the one-dimensionaldistributions shown in Figs. 1 and 2 are the modulus (not the square modulus) ofthe orresponding funtion, alulated asP (r) = fZ dR Z d� sin � Z dpr Z dpRXj [F (r; R; �; pr; pR; j)℄2g1=2;6



and similarly for the other degrees of freedom, being F (r; R; �; pr; pR; j) the PSdistribution of Eq. (5) or the distribution of initial onditions.As seen from Figs. 1 and 2, the distribution of initial onditions sampled re-produes aurately the shape of the original PS distribution for all the degrees offreedom. Despite the large number of initial onditions sampled and that we aredealing with six oupled degrees of freedom, the sampling method is found to bevery eÆient.3.2. Classial dynamis simulationsStarting from the initial onditions previously sampled, lassial trajetory al-ulations were arried out to simulate the ultraviolet photolysis of Ar�HCl. Thetrajetories were propagated up to 80 fs. At this �nal time, one-dimensional prob-ability distributions assoiated with all the degrees of freedom were alulated, andompared with those obtained from an exat wave paket alulation. They areshown in Figs. 3 and 4. Details of the wave paket alulation have been givenelsewhere [29℄. It is stressed that now the distributions of Figs. 3 and 4 are trueprobability distributions (a square modulus), whih an be ompared with thoseobtained previously [27℄ using a di�erent PS distribution.Prior to analyzing the �nal lassial distributions, it is illustrating to ommentbriey the main features of the Ar�HCl photodissoiation dynamis [28,29,31,32℄.Ultraviolet photoexitation of the luster to the repulsive A1� eletroni state ofHCl deposits a large amount of energy (several eV ) in the HCl bond. The pho-tolysis proess has been found to our dominantly through diret or nearly-diretdissoiation of the hydrogen fragment. Those wave paket omponents assoiatedwith this dissoiation mehanism give rise to the main peaks of the distributions ofFigs. 3 and 4. Some of the wave paket omponents populate exited-state reso-nanes of the luster, where the hydrogen is initially trapped in between the Ar andCl atoms. Hydrogen dissoiation follows in this ase an indiret mehanism, throughwhih the hydrogen ollides one or more with the heavier atoms, and transfers to7



them part of its initial exess energy. This indiret photodissoiation mehanismmanifests itself in the lower probability tails of the quantum distributions shown inFigs. 3 and 4. Diret dissoiation of the H fragment is expeted to be mainly alassial proess. By ontrast, the mehanism of indiret dissoiation is subjet tostronger quantum e�ets, suh as resonanes and interferene e�ets.By using the P 0(r; R; �; pr; pR; j) sin � distribution good agreement was foundbetween the lassial and the quantum results for the main peaks of the �nal prob-ability distributions [27℄. However, the lower probability tails of the distributionswere poorly reprodued, being in general the lassial tails shorter than the quan-tum ones (the j distribution was an exeption). This result was attributed to aombination of the quantum e�ets involved in the dynamis leading to these tails,and the inuene of the sin � fator in the shape of the initial PS distribution. Cal-ulations using the initial P 0(r; R; �; pr; pR; j) distribution without the sin � fatorled to somewhat more extended lassial tails. However, the agreement with thequantum distributions was globally muh worse in this ase, while the improvementin reproduing the tails was rather small. It was onluded that quantum e�etswere the main responsible of the poor lassial desription of the distribution tails.The main peaks of the lassial distributions of Figs. 3 and 4 reprodue thequantum result similarly well as when the P 0(r; R; �; pr; pR; j) sin � distribution wasused. However, the present lassial distributions display tails more extended, insome ases (the r, R, and j �nal distributions) overing almost the same range as thequantum tails. This indiates that, although the tails are still only qualitatively re-produed, the PS distribution used here is more suitable to desribe the indiret dis-soiation mehanism. Thus, the lassial results obtained with the present initial PSdistribution improve over the previous results obtained with P 0(r; R; �; pr; pR; j) sin �,sine population is predited in regions of the quantum tails where the previous dis-tribution failed. Suh an improvement is even more pronouned when the lassialdistributions of Figs. 3 and 4 are ompared with the previous results obtained usingthe P 0(r; R; �; pr; pR; j) distribution (without the sin � fator).8



Most of the disrepanies in the shape of the lassial and quantum distributionsare originated from quantum dynamial e�ets, mainly interferene e�ets, involvedin the photodissoiation proess. A lear example is the absene of intensity in thelassial angular distributions in the region � < 40Æ, and the low intensity in theregion � > 150Æ. The lassial intensity found at � > 150Æ orresponds to initialpopulation in this region, from whih the hydrogen dissoiates diretly. The abovetwo angular regions are sterially bloked by the Ar and Cl atoms, and annot beaessed by the H fragment in a lassial dynamis. Quantum mehanially thoseangles are populated through interferene between the angular omponents of thewave paket [29℄, upon the ollisions of the hydrogen with Ar and Cl. The result isthat the intensity whih should appear at these angles in the lassial distributions istransferred to other angular regions, and therefore to other regions of phase spae.This auses the main di�erenes in the shape of the lassial and quantum �naldistributions, not only in the angular oordinate but in all the degrees of freedom.For proesses less subjet to quantum e�ets, partiularly interferene, than thepresent one, the initial PS distribution proposed in this work ould lead to a morequantitative orrespondene between lassial and quantum preditions.The omputational ost of obtaining the new and the previous PS distributions,and generating the orresponding distributions of initial onditions is pratiallyidential. It should be ommented, however, that the alulation of �nal probabilitydistributions is somewhat more ostly in the present ase. The di�erene is origi-nated in that with the new and the previous PS distributions what is propagatedis the modulus and the square modulus of a wave funtion, respetively. In orderto alulate a �nal probability distribution, the modulus at �nal time has to besquared, and this squaring operation involves an additional ost.IV. CONCLUSIONSA new quantum-type phase-spae distribution to sample initial onditions forlassial trajetories is proposed in this work. The �rst step is the de�nition of a9



quantum phase-spae state of the system as the diret produt of the oordinateand momentum representations of the quantum initial state. Then the phase-spaedistribution funtion is obtained as the modulus of suh a phase-spae state. Amongthe properties of this distribution are: (i) It is real and positive everywhere inphase spae; (ii) It gives the orret quantum probability distributions both inoordinate and in momentum spae; (iii) It mathes the orret total energy of thequantum initial state. In addition to the above properties, the present phase-spaedistribution funtion is obtained more eÆiently than other distributions like theWigner one, and resembles more losely the shape of the quantum initial state.The suggested distribution has been applied to sample initial onditions whihmimi the initial state prepared by ultraviolet exitation of the Ar�HCl luster. Thesubsequent photodissoiation dynamis is simulated by means of lassial trajeto-ries. The results are ompared with those of a quantum wave paket alulation, andwith an earlier lassial simulation. The present phase-spae distribution is foundto improve the agreement between the lassial and the quantum �nal probabilitydistributions alulated, with respet to the results obtained with the previouslysuggested distribution. Spei�ally, with the urrent initial distribution the �nalprobability distributions are able to predit intensity in regions where the previouslassial simulation failed. Suh an improvement is attributed to the fat that theinitial distribution proposed here resembles more losely the shape of the initialstate propagated quantum mehanially. The disrepanies still remaining betweenthe lassial and quantum preditions are attributed, to a large extent, to quantuminterferene e�ets involved in the proess studied, and not taken into aount inthe lassial simulation. We envision appliation of the proposed PS distributionto problems where all the modes are desribed lassially, and in hybrid quantum-lassial methods [9(b),33,34℄, where some of the modes are desribed quantummehanially, and the remaining modes are treated lassially.
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FIGURE CAPTIONSFig. 1. One-dimensional distributions in the oordinates, orresponding to the initialstate of the Ar�HCl luster in phase spae. The solid urves are obtainedfrom the phase-spae distribution de�ned in Eq. (5), while the histogramsorrespond to the distribution of initial onditions generated with the gridsampling method desribed in the text.Fig. 2. Same as Fig. 1 but for the momenta.Fig. 3. One-dimensional probability density distributions in the oordinates at the endof the dynamial simulation. The solid urves and the histograms orrespondto the quantum and lassial distributions, respetively. The fator sin � hasbeen inluded in the � distribution.Fig. 4. Same as Fig. 3 but for the momenta.
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